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draft-ietf-mile-rolie-vulnerability-01

- New version posted.
Change 1 - Formatting

• Updated formatting to more closely match other ROLIE extensions

• No normative changes as part of this process.
  • Some minor changes to wording of normative phrases, but no intent changes
Change 2 – VDO Removal

• Section related to VDO requirements removed.

• VDO too unstable to standardize around
  • Not worth holding up this draft
  • Can publish separate ROLIE VDO draft laterc
Change 3 – More explicit requirements

• Split between XML and JSON requirements made more clear

• Technically no normative changes
draft-ietf-mile-rolie-csirt-03

- New version posted.
Change 1 – Forward Slash Requirement reduced

• Requirement in RFC8322 is inherited by this extension already

• Additional strictness deemed unneeded, if you are using RID it already plays nice with RFC8322
Change 2 – Minor fixes

- Several small updates, fixes, typos, spelling errors, etc, fixed throughout document.
Next steps

• Both documents – WGLC